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THE ART OF LIVING
MARIANKA SWAIN SHARES HER CAPITAL CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS

EXHIBITION MANTEGNA AND
BELLINI

FILM A STAR IS BORN
We’re into awards season now, and there’s been
plenty of buzz about this showbiz fable – its fourth
cinematic incarnation. Lady Gaga takes the role
previously occupied by Judy Garland and Barbra
Streisand, while Bradley Cooper both co-stars
and directs.

It’s sibling rivalry writ large at the National Gallery,
which tells the fascinating story of two great Italian
Renaissance artists united by marriage: Giovanni
Bellini and Andrea Mantegna, who married Bellini’s
sister in 1453.

Gaga plays Ally, a singer-songwriter who never
pursued a career after being told her looks were
an impediment. She meets Jackson Maine, a bigtime country rocker, who recognises her talent
and gives her a shot.

Placing the brothers-in-law side by side shows their
creative links – and where they differed. Both are
mainly concerned with religious subject matter, but
there are subtle distinctions.

‘The Resurrection of Christ’, 1475–9
Giovanni Bellini

‘The Agony in the Garden’, c.1458-60, Giovanni Bellini

COMMUTER
CORNER
History is inescapable in Sebastian Faulks’s Paris Echo (hardback
£20, Kindle £9.99). Moroccan teenager Tariq winds up staying
with American academic Hannah, who is researching women’s
wartime experience in German-occupied France. While she
faces the city’s hidden horrors, Tariq explores its Algerian
connections and enthusiastically embraces such futuristic
wonders as the Métro. Later surreal sequences suggest an
actual haunting, but really the book serves both as a warning
not to airbrush the past, and as a complex love letter to Paris.

How are you livening up your commute?
Let us know via Twitter @Move_To

There’s simmering, unforced chemistry between
Gaga and Cooper, and the former in particular is
impressive at transcending her public image to
produce a textured, versatile performance.
Sam Elliott, Andrew Dice Clay and Dave Chappelle
offer stellar support, and the original music
(unsurprisingly) is excellent. ‘Pop’ might be too
readily dismissed, otherwise this is a stirring drama
with plenty to say about creativity, fame and how
art connects us.

THEATRE THE HEIGHT OF THE
STORM
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The exhibition follows their parallel but diverging
careers: Mantegna in Mantua and Bellini in Venice;
Mantegna moving onto classical subjects, while
Bellini conquers oil. It’s a thrilling exchange between
two artistic geniuses of the age.

Until January 27, 2019
National Gallery, Trafalgar Square WC2N
Adults £12, under-12s free
www.nationalgallery.org.uk

But as one rises the other must fall. Jackson is
hooked on booze and pills, and finds Ally’s new

‘Minerva expelling the Vices from the Garden
of Virtue’, c.1500–2, Andrea Mantegna
Pictures: Musée du Louvre, Département des Peintures, Paris / Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin / The National Gallery, London

Mantegna was the master of perspective and
architectural detail, and he gave his subjects
elegance and definition. Bellini, meanwhile, was
groundbreaking in creating atmospheric landscapes,
depicting natural light, and evoking real bodies –
the flesh to Mantegna’s sculptures.

success (and independence) unnerving. Ally,
meanwhile, has to deal with a manager who wants
to change her image beyond recognition.

Jonathan Pryce and Eileen Atkins anchor this latest
from French playwright Florian Zeller – another puzzle
box drama with a powerful emotional undertow.
The adult daughters have returned home following
a death – but we’re not sure which parent has passed
away, or if we’re in a story (the father is a writer;
everyone exchanges tales), or perhaps a dream.
Alternatively, Zeller’s work The Father dealt
heartbreakingly with dementia, and there’s a similar
sense of dislocation in Pryce’s patriarch – also
named André. Are we being immersed into his
fading memory?
The central pair beautifully underplay their scenes
together, making us grieve for their lost connection.
Pryce creates a compelling portrait of diminishing
power and comprehension, while Atkins provides
wonderful whip-crack line readings and such firm

conviction that we can understand why the family
consider her character eternally “present”.
There’s good support from Amanda Drew and Anna
Madeley as the daughters, and James Hillier and
Lucy Cohu as deliberately ambiguous visitors.
Jonathan Kent’s well-paced production features
handsome design from Anthony Ward and
gorgeously evocative lighting from Hugh Vanstone.
Ultimately, it’s not about finding answers, but
empathy – and a kind of peace.

Until December 1
Wyndham’s Theatre, Piccadilly WC2H
Tickets from £14.75
www.delfontmackintosh.co.uk

